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Sales of a two-bedroom apartment in Sinemorets

Offer №: 
445

Price: 
105000 €

Area: 
120 м²

Price per m²: 
875 €

District: 
Burgas

Place: 
Sinemorets

Type of property: 
Two-bedroom apartment

Form of property: 
Use permit (Act 16)
Old construction (resale)

Floor: 
2 floor

Number of bedrooms: 
2

Number of toilets/bathrooms: 
1

https://apartestate.com


Furnishings: 
Furnished

Distance to the airport: 
more than 50 km

Distance to the sea: 
up to 100 meters

Elevator: 
Ok

Equipment: 
air conditioning
garden furniture

Kitchen: 
refrigerator
hot plates
oven
aspirator
dining table
chairs
hanging wall cabinets

Leisure and infrastructure: 
children's centre
closed territory
playground
pool
rest zone

Location: 
in the mountains
in the seaside resort
near the sea
next to the sea

Property for: 
Seasonal living

View: 
sea view
view to the inner yard

Maintenance fee: 
1500 euros per year

Текст объявления: 

With great pleasure we would like to offer you an apartment with two bedrooms in the living
gated community Apolonia Palace, Sinemorets. This town is in a very beautiful place known for its
breathtaking beaches and nature. 

The gated community is right on the seashore very near to a very beautiful and warm beach called
Butamyata. The distance from the complex to the sandy coast is only 50 m. 



On the gated and permanently secured territory, there is a pool, Jacuzzi, playground and a billiard. 

The apartment is spacious and very comfortable – the total area is 120 sq. m. It consists of a living room
visually separated for relaxation and dining areas, as well as for a kitchen. The dining room has a special
convenient table and chairs. In the kitchen, there is a refrigerator, oven, stove, and an electrical kettle as
well as a cutlery. Soft furniture in the living room is comfortable and can be used for relaxation. In the
flat, there are two convenient bedrooms. The bathroom is equipped with a bath. Looking out of the
terrace, you will see the garden. 

A walk to the nearest bus stop, shops and restaurants will take about 15 min. 

The property is ideal for family vacations.
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